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 Introduction
It is well-known, that all crystaline bodies due to 

their structure are anisotropic, i.e. their physical properties 
depend on crystallographic direction. In most cases, 
it concerns mechanical properties. That is why, while 
researching pattern of development of plastic deformation 

and determining mechanical features of monocrystalline 
samples or separate grains of polycrystalls, the main 
condition is determining of their crystallographic 
orientation. For this reason, as a rule, a well-known X-ray 
Laue method is used[1]. The deciphering of lauegram, 
where each re ex (laue � spot) is a re ection of de nite 
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crystallographic plane with indexes (hkl), allows to 
determine crystallographic orientation of monocrystaline 
sample for separate grains of polycrystal in relation to the 
main directions in the crystal (for cubical crystals this is 
[001], [110], [111]).

Traditional and single method [2,3] of deciphering of 
lauegrams included building stereographic projection of 
normals to re ected planes with known indexes (according 
to the lauegram) and its comparison to similar stereographic 
projections of normal to planes with known indexes, built 
in advance, for crystals with different crystallographic 
orientation. This method is pretty demanding and not 
always gives unambiguous results.

Lately appeared the works [4], where the method 
that eliminates the building of stereographic projection of 
normals to re ections planes is described. The algorithm 
of this methodology is geometrical determination of 
angles between re ecting planes, taking into account the 
conditions, received with the help of lauegram, and their comparison with the angles between the directions of 

crystal bar with known indexes. This methodology greatly 
simpli es the procedure of indexing of lauegram, but it 
does not allow to completely automatize the method of 
determining crystallographic orientation of researched 
sample � monocrystalline.  

The aim of this article is to review and approbation 
algorithm of the method of indexing of lauegram and 
determining the crystallographic orientation of grain in 
relation to the main directions in the crystal and Shmidt`s 
factor for all glide systems.

Results and discussion
The algorithm of the method of indexing of lauegram 

and determining the crystallographic orientation of grain in 
relation to the main directions in the crystal and Shmidt`s 
factor for all glide systems.a

b

Fig. 1. Images of scanned (a) and edited (b) lauegram, 
received from one of grains of polycrystalline.

Fig. 2. The graph of building radius � vectors  on , 

oc , cn .

Fig. 3. The graph of building single vectors of normal 

nP  to re ecting planes: S- sample; Ln � re ecting 

plane, k � is unit vector of the axis Z. 
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Above is shown the description of computer method, 
which allows in automatic mode to index lauegram, 
determine crystallographic orientation of the sample 
relative to the main directions in the crystal and the number 
of Shmidt`s factor for all glide systems.

The preparatory stage of this method is scanning of 
obtained lauegram, its editing to determine weak re exes 
and storing it in one  le. In  gure 1, as example, the 
lauegram before (a) and after (b) editing is shown.

Further, the orthogonal system of numbers is presented 
of axis XYZ, where X � is direction of axis of  stretching 
(the bottom part of the  lm), Z � is the direction, opposite 
the X-Ray bunch and the numbering of the re exes of 
lauegram (n) and its center (c) is made (Fig.2).

The next stage is determining the radius � the vector 

of laue spots on   and  oc , the vectors cn  

( cn = on � oc ), and their coordinates (Fig. 2) and 

determining single vectors of normals to surrounding 

planes ( nP ) for laue spots. The diagram of this determining 

is shown in  gure 3.
From the  gure we can see that if the distance sample� 

 lm ( ) is known, the unit vector of normal to re ecting 
plane Ln can be determined by the following method:
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where ·na cn H k , k � is unit vector of the axis Z, 

n � is the number of laue spots.
Determination of similar unit radiuses-vectors for 

planes with known indexes (hkl) for researched crystal is 
made by the formula:
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where h, k, l = 0, ±1,±2,�,±n. 
The last stage of this method is graphic building of 

unit radiuses � vectors nP  and hklP  (Fig. 4.a, b, c) with 

common center. 

Computer program allows to  nd optimal common 

place of specters of vectors nP  and hklP  in the space, 

which leads to co-inciding of vectors nP  with part of 

vectors hklP , so that it allows each laue spot to allocate 

indexes to re ecting plane (hkl) (Fig. 5).
If on the lauegram there are no re exes from 

crystallographic planes, normals, to which they are the 

a                                                             b                                                          c

Fig. 4. Single radius � vector of normals to crystallographic planes with given indexes hklP  (a), re ecting planes nP  

(based on data from lauegram) (b) and results of their comparison (c).

Fig. 5. Results of indexing of lauegram.
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main crystallographic directions, they are determined based 
on the results of indexing of the lauegram, taking into 
account known angle correlation in crystalline bar between 

directions. Determining of vectors 100P , 110P , 111P  in the 

system X,Y,Z, connected to the crystal allows to determine 

angle correlation between X,Y,Z and  100P , 110P , 111P  
(table 1).

Finally, using the correlation for determining 
Shmidt`s factor (m = cos ·cos , where   � is the angle 
between direction of axis of stretching and glide plane, 

 � angle between normal to glide plane and direction of 
axis of stretching) (Fig. 6) can be determined Shmidt`s 

factor for all glide systems (table 2):  ( )[111 011] , 

( )[111 101] , ( )[111 110] , ( )[111 110] , ( )[111 101] , 

( )[111 011] , ( )[111 101] , ( )[111 011] , ( )[111 110] , 

( )[111 101] , ( )[111 011] , ( )[111 110] .

It should be mentioned, that offered method does not 
require dif cult process of building and using stereographic 
planes.

Fig. 6. The graph of determining Shmidt`s factor: 

1 � glide plane (one of the planes {111});  � axis of 

stretching of sample; n � n rmal to the glide plane,  � 

angle between the normal to the glide plane and direc-
tion of axis of stretching,  � angle between the direction 
of the axis of stretching and glide plane. 

Conclusion
1. Computer method is developed, which allows to 

index lauegram, determine crystallographic orientation 
of monocrystallines (separate grains of polycrystalline) 
relative to the main directions in the crystal and Shmidt`s 
factor for all glide systems.

2. The main algorithm of this program is determining 
and building the system of single radiuses � vectors of 
normal to re ection planes (based on data of lauegram), 
system of similar vectors for crystals with known 
orientation and combination of their centers.

3. Computer program allows to determine the optimal 
common place of specters of these vectors in the space, 
which leads to maximal co-incidence of vectors, so that it 
allows to each laue spot to allocate indexes to re ection 
plane. 
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Table 2

Glide systems 1 2 3 4 5 6

Shmidt`s factor 0,46 0,37 0,35 0,30 0,27 0,21

Glide systems 7 8 9 10 11 12

Shmidt`s factor 0,17 0,16 0,09 0,06 0,05 0,01

Table 1

[100] [110] [111]

32 24 20

Y 19 28 31

Z 24 35 23
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